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Overview 

Humans are innately social creatures and tend to provoke certain emotions based the emotions 

of others whether it is face to face, in film, art or in photographs. I have become fascinated with 

portrait photography over the past year and love to convey different feelings from different 

expressions of the same subject. Photography has opened a window for me, I have been able 

to meet people I wouldn’t ordinarily meet and do things that I wouldn’t do on a normal day. My 

camera is my excuse for everything, it motivates me to do more in my life. I will find myself going 

on spontaneous camping trips with my friends on a new moon to capture the milky way and I 

will travel to new places to meet with subjects whom’s physical appearance strikes me in a way 

that I have an inner need to photograph. I believe that that the portraiture can speak for itself 

and I like to leave the interpretation up to the viewer and let them experience the photograph 

then rather tell them what it is about. I started photography as a landscape photographer and 

over time I have shifted gears into a combination of a portrait and landscape photographer with 

my foreground subject being the person and my background being a purposely composed 

landscape. 

Proposal 

With the hopes of eliciting emotional response, I plan on creating a photo book that consists of 

my portraiture work from long to close up shots that harmonize with beautiful landscapes. 

Plan of Action 

Throughout this past year and in this class semester I have been taking portrait photographs in 

my spare time for my own pleasure to share with my social media. Each person that I have 

photographed has been in drastically different locations and I have developed a diverse portfolio 

combining landscape with portrait photography. I have traveled from Sedona, Arizona to Joshua 

Tree National Park in order to achieve a shot that I want for my own intrinsic benefit. I do not 
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shoot indoors often and therefore I have no interest in using an off camera flash although I am 

constantly asked if I use one. I work mostly with natural light and try to shoot most of the time 

during golden hour, the hour before the sun sets or after it rises. Shooting at golden hour 

creates an orange hue to the skin that coincides well with the style that I edit, the sun is also 

lower during this hour allowing a for a perfect backlight to halo around my subject. I gain many 

influence from a handful of social media photographers that I look up to where I share most of 

my work on Instagram. I will take two of my favorite photographs for each person that has 

accepted to be my subject and present them across two pages. Each subject has their own two 

page spread that is unique to them and every page turned is a new emotion. The typography in 

the book will be a handwritten style choice to make the book feel more personal to myself and 

the reader. I have chosen to include the last page with a photograph of myself, as suggested by 

classmates, to let the viewer relate with me. 

Objectives 

The goal for my piece is to inspire. I want people to take a look at my book and say “Hey, I want 

to do that”. I want to encourage people to travel to new destinations and meet new people for 

the sake of art. I want people to realize that the only person stopping them from doing anything 

is themselves. This book will serve as a portfolio for myself, but also a memoir of the people that 

I have met in my life, people that have touched me and given me memories that I hope to never 

forget. If a photographer or non photographer were to pick up my book, I hope that the 

photographs would move them and I hope that they would feel the emotions, the joy, the pain 

that is elicited from the imagery. 

Resources 

Owning my own camera is a huge plus, but lenses are very expensive. I try and rent out lenses 

from the Arts Check Out on campus frequently, not only to become familiar with them, but also 
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diversify the appearance of my shots. I work with a crop sensor Canon camera and I have used 

Canon 50mm f1.8, 10-22mm f3.5, 70-200mm f2.8 and 24-70mm 2.8 lenses to create the 

images for my book. Each lens gives a different look and feel to the portrait and the change also 

keeps it interesting from one photograph to the next. I work with Adobe Lightroom CC, a 

program that I have at home and school access. 

Conclusion 

This book will be my portraiture portfolio as of 2017. It will serve in my life as a memory to the 

people who I have shared laughter with and be a constant reminder to myself and others to 

push further and travel more and meet new people. This book is very personal to me, but it is 

something that I also wish to share. I want people to feel the way that I felt when I took these 

photographs and relate to the feelings conveyed by the subject. I hope that I will look back at 

this book years later and be happy with what I have created, but also be critical and be happier 

that I am where I am now. The “Faces” of the friends I have made and the places I have been 

will forever be remembered and eternalized in a tangible manuscript for myself and others to 

browse on. 

 


